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Abstract
By introducing electromagnetic formfactors in the spacelike region we extend an
effective, gauge invariant Lagrangian model considering Born terms, baryon reso-
nances up to 1.7 GeV and vector meson contributions (ρ, ω) [1] to calculate electro-
production of π-mesons. This model forms the basis for predictions of pion induced
dilepton production on the nucleon. Therefore, the implemented formfactors are
constructed in such a way that their analytic continuation into the timelike region
is possible. It is shown that the seagull term and the N∗(1520) resonance play a
dominant role in the dilepton production.
Introduction
The formfactor of the nucleon is in the focus of ongoing interest. There have been
many theoretical investigations (e.g. [2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]) to describe its k2 behavior,
which has been measured in the spacelike and timelike region for k2 > 4m2 with
the nucleon mass m. Here, we examine the possibility to determine the nucleon
formfactor in the “forbidden” timelike region through a half-offshell reaction: the
pion induced dilepton production, which will be investigated experimentally at GSI
Darmstadt with the new dilepton spectrometer HADES. The understanding of this
reaction is necessary for making reliable predictions for pion induced reactions on
nuclei [8]. In these reactions, the dileptons will be used as microscopic probes for
investigating in-medium modifications of vector meson masses.
To be free of ambiguities in the model all relevant parameters have to be fixed
using other reactions. Therefore, we extend a model developed to investigate pho-
toproduction of pions on the nucleon [1] to a description of virtual photons. The
additional electromagnetic coupling constants and formfactor parameters are deter-
mined by examining pion electroproduction and available formfactor data. Due to
the structure of both reactions, it is possible to separate them into a leptonic and a
hadronic part. The hadronic parts of these two reactions are easily related to each
other by detailed balance. This is shown in Fig. 1. Thus, we are able to use ex-
actly the same hadronic tensor to describe pion induced reactions including virtual
photons as in pion electroproduction.
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Review of the Model
The model, which is described in detail in [1], contains nucleon (N) and nucleon
resonance (R) s-channel and u-channel graphs, ρ, ω and π t-channel graphs and
the seagull graph. For the nucleon and the spin-1
2
resonances (N∗(1440), N∗(1535),
∆∗(1620) and N∗(1650)) we use pseudovector pion coupling and for the spin-3
2
res-
onances the usual coupling, incorporating offshell projectors.
For the case of virtual photons one has to extend the existing model, since there
are additional couplings that do not contribute for real photons, i.e. that are pro-
portional to k2. Furthermore, we apply the Gross-Riska procedure [9] to the Born
terms to ensure gauge invariance even after having introduced formfactors. Oth-
erwise, one would get unphysical restrictions on the different formfactors, i.e. the
same k2 dependence for the pion, seagull and the F V1 formfactor (cf. [10]). This
means to replace in the nucleon electromagnetic coupling
ΓµNNγ(k
2) = −ie
(
FN1 (k
2)γµ − FN2 (k2)
σµν∂ν
2m
+ iFN3 (k
2)∂µ
)
the formfactor FN3 by (F1(0)
N − FN1 (k2))/∂/∂2 and similarly for F pi2 and F S2 . Here
the derivative ∂ acts on the electromagnetic field Aµ.
All the relevant hadronic coupling constants and the electromagnetic ones contribut-
ing to photoproduction have been taken from fit # 5 in [1].
Electromagnetic Formfactors
To be able to describe space- and timelike photons we use a simple, VMD mo-
tivated model for all relevant electromagnetic formfactors. Furthermore, we imple-
ment ρ-ω-mixing, which arose in the analysis of the pion formfactor from the need
to describe the small kink at the ω mass in the otherwise smooth data.
Hence the pion formfactor reads
Fpi(k
2) = Fpi(0) +
gρpi
gργ
k2
m2ρ − k2 − imρΓρ(k2)
+
ǫgρpi
gωγ
k2
m2ω − k2 − imωΓω
,
where the complex mixing parameter ǫ is small: ǫ = |ǫ| eiϕ with |ǫ| ≈ 0.0315 and
φ ≈ 100.5◦. For further details on ρ-ω-mixing see e.g. [11]. The energy dependence
of the ρ width is parameterized through the 99% dominating two-pion-decay, while
the ω width is assumed to be constant due to its smallness of Γω = 8.43 MeV.
This simple scheme is not sufficient for describing the dipole behavior of the baryon
formfactors, i.e. the nucleon formfactors. In this case we assume a two step process,
so that the gamma not only couples via vector meson dominance, but as well to
an extended core which is described by an intrinsic formfactor Fcut(k
2). There are
several works using similar formfactor models for the nucleon [2, 4, 7, 12] and some
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more sophisticated models (e.g. [6]) as well, but we are aiming for a description
which is easily extendable to the timelike region and the baryon resonances. Hence,
we use a simple shape for the intrinsic formfactor:
Fcut(k
2) =
Λ4 + 1
4
m˜4V
Λ4 + (k2 − 1
2
m˜2V )
2
with m˜V =
1
2
(mρ +mω) .
This has an asymptotic dipole behavior for k2 < 0 and is polefree for all k2. Fur-
thermore, the coupling to a real photon is reproduced for k2 = 0 (i.e. Fcut(0) = 1)
and for k2 = m˜2V the coupling corresponds to the one to a real vector meson (ρ, ω):
Fcut(m˜
2
V ) = 1. Now the nucleon formfactors is given by
F V1 (k
2) = Fcut1(k
2)
(
1
2
+
gNNρ
gργ
k2
m2ρ − k2 − imρΓρ(k2)
+
ǫgNNρ
gωγ
k2
m2ω − k2 − imωΓω
)
(1)
and in the same way for F S1 (k
2), F V2 (k
2) and F S2 (k
2). The resulting shape is displayed
in Fig. 2.
Since for none of the resonances implemented here a Nω decay has been observed,
we assume that all resonances couple to an ω meson only through ρω mixing. The
necessary coupling constants for the RNρ decay are calculated with the help of
the measured decay rates [13]. To avoid changing the phase between the different
couplings in comparison with the photoproduction amplitudes and to reproduce the
vector meson coupling for k2 = m˜2V , the electromagnetic formfactors of the nucleon
resonances are
Felmg(k
2) =Fcut
(
1 +
gRNρ
gργgRNγi
k2
m2ρ − k2 − imρΓρ(k2)
+
ǫgRNρ
gωγgRNγi
k2
m2ω − k2 − imωΓω
)
.
This is in agreement with quark counting rules and an analysis by Stoler [14] which
shows that the formfactors of all resonances in the spacelike sector are remarkably
similar.
The remaining undetermined parameters – the cutoff parameter and the electromag-
netic resonance coupling to virtual photons – are fixed by two different schemes: In
the ∆(1232) case we use the relation between the Sachs decomposition of the form-
factors and the one used here, whereas for all other resonances we compare with
data for helicity amplitudes.
Finally, there are still two formfactors to be set: the axial formfactor of the Kroll-
Rudermann graph and the formfactor of the ρ/ωπγ vertex. Since the axial coupling
resembles – besides a parity operator γ5 – the F1 nucleon coupling, the axial form-
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factor is taken to be:
F VA (k
2) = Fcut(k
2)
(
1
2
+
gNNρ
gργ
k2
m2ρ − k2 − imρΓρ(k2)
+
ǫgNNρ
gωγ
k2
m2ω − k2 − imωΓω
)
and in the same way for F SA (k
2). The cutoff parameter Λ1 has the same value as
in the nucleon case. For the vector meson contributions in the t-channel again the
concept of VMD is adopted. The necessary coupling constant can be extracted
either with the three-pion decay of the ω [15] or with superconvergent sum rules,
either way gives a value of gωpiρ ≈ 3. From quark counting rules one would expect a
monopole falloff of the ωπγ formfactor, but experimental results indicate a different
behavior [16]. We nevertheless retain the VMD concept and use an additional cutoff
function in the same way as for the nucleon. However, since the contribution of the
t channel ω graph on the vector meson masses is small compared to the nucleon
contribution, the results do not depend on the choice of this specific formfactor.
Pion Electroproduction
In order to fix the relevant transition matrix element we first consider the elec-
troproduction of pions. Following [10], one can rewrite the differential cross section
of the pion electroproduction by using gauge invariance and finds:
d3σ
dE ′e
∗dΩ′e
∗dΩpi
= Γt
[
dσT
dΩpi
+ ε
dσL
dΩpi
+ ε
dσP
dΩpi
cos 2ϕpi +
√
2ε(1 + ε)
dσI
dΩpi
cosϕpi
]
,
where Γt is of electromagnetic origin and ε is the polarization of the virtual photon.
The various cross sections are denoted by transversal, longitudinal, polarization and
interference cross section, depending on which parts of the hadronic tensor are con-
tained.
We start off with calculations in the ∆(1232) region, where it is possible to compare
with other models (e.g. [10]). In this region the main contributions arise from the
∆(1232) resonance and the background caused by the Born graphs (and the vec-
tor meson t-channel graphs). While [10] explicitly includes final-state interaction
effects by half-off-energy-shell πN -scattering matrix elements, these are here just
included by using effective coupling constants and imaginary contributions in the
resonance propagators. As in [10], we first concentrate on inclusive p(e, e′) cross
sections. In Fig. 3 the influence of the different parametrizations for the electro-
magnetic formfactors is displayed. Obviously, the results depend on the shape of
the ∆(1232)-formfactor, while in this energy region the influence of the higher res-
onances is still small. With the VMD formfactor the k2 dependence is in good
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agreement with the data. The few data for the longitudinal cross section are as well
reproduced.
For the π0-production we look at two off-plane kinematics ϕpi = 45
◦ and ϕpi = 90
◦,
at which the interference and the polarization cross sections, respectively, become
important. The results (cf. Fig. 4) agree with respect to the maximum height
and position with the data. From this we can conclude that within the ∆(1232)
region our model is able to describe the dynamics of the electroproduction of pions
in agreement with experiment.
To be able to make reliable predictions for the dilepton production in the inter-
esting vector meson region, we need to proceed to center of mass energies of at
least 1.7 GeV, since the maximum invariant dilepton mass then is in the order of
me+e− ≈ 0.780 GeV. In this energy region all the other resonance contributions to
pion electroproduction become more and more important and the ∆(1232) loses its
influence. This can be very easily seen from Fig. 5 where the total p(e, e′π0)p cross
section is displayed. The model does not correctly reproduce the shift of the ∆(1232)
peak, while the shape and magnitude for higher energies are correctly described.
Finally, we get to the most interesting electroproduction reaction, the π−-
production. Since the experiments planned at GSI will use a π−-beam for producing
dileptons, the en→ e′pπ−-reaction is the one to be focussed on. Unfortunately, there
exist only few data for this reaction: Usually, only the ratio between en → e′pπ−
and ep→ e′nπ+ are measured with the help of deuteron targets. The results for the
differential cross sections in dependence of the energy are shown in Fig. 6. Obvi-
ously, the agreement gets worse for higher energies so that the energy limitation of
the model becomes evident.
Pion-induced Dilepton Production
After having compared the electroproduction results of the model with the avail-
able data, we can now proceed to calculate the pion induced dilepton production.
The focus is on the π− induced channel, as explained above. In the following, we
just look at an CMS energy of 1.75 GeV. The most important contributions of all
diagrams arise from the N∗(1520) resonance and the seagull graph, which is evident
from Fig. 7. Due to the large ρ coupling of the N∗(1520) one gets a broad ρ shoul-
der. This effect is very sensitive to the coupling to virtual photons of the neutral
resonance appearing in the s-channel, which has been determined in the electropro-
duction. Furtheron, the small kink on the ω mass is not - as one would expect - due
to the nucleon, but to the axial formfactor. If we switch off the various contributing
formfactors of the Born graphs we see that the axial formfactor clearly dominates.
The reason for this behavior is that the s- and u-channel contributions of the nu-
cleon almost cancel each other in this threshold scenario (m+mω ≈ 1.72 GeV with
a CMS energy of 1.75 GeV), so that the remaining cross section is dominated by
the strong ω coupling entering via the seagull graph.
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Conclusions
Employing a model already used for pion photoproduction, we have investigated
its continuation to virtual, space- and timelike photons. The additionally enter-
ing formfactor parameters and coupling constants have been fixed with the help of
electroproduction data and we find a reasonable agreement with the experimental
data. Consequently, we have performed parameterfree calculations on the dilep-
ton production on the nucleon with special emphasis on the π− induced reaction.
We find a strong domination in this channel of two graphs: the s-channel of the
N∗(1520) resonance and the Kroll-Rudermann term required by gauge invariance
for pseudovector coupling at the NNπ-vertex.
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Figures
Figure 1: Illustration of pion electroproduction (left) and pion-induced dilepton production
(right).
Figure 2: Sachs formfactors of the nucleon. Upper left: proton magnetic formfactor. Upper
right: proton electric formfactor. Down left: neutron magnetic formfactor. Down
right: neutron electric formfactor. · · · represents the dipolfit, — the form calculated
with (1).
Figure 3: k2 dependence of the transversal inclusive cross section in the ∆(1232) region. Left:
for a CMS energy
√
s = 1.22 GeV, right: for
√
s = 1.27 GeV. · · ·: calculation from
[10], ---: calculation with the formfactors used in [10], - · -·: calculation with VMD
formfactors, —: calculation with all resonances and -··: calculation for the longitudinal
cross section considering all resonances. The data are from [17]; the lower datapoints
are measurements of the longitudinal cross section.
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Figure 4: The ϑpi differential cross section of ep → e′p′pi0 for fixed energy and fixed reaction
plane angle ϕpi. Illustrated is the calculation for k
2 = −0.55 GeV2 and ε = 0.965. —:
VMD calculation with all resonances, -·-: ∆(1232) only. The data are from [18]. We
find similar agreement for k2 = −0.3 GeV2 and k2 = −0.7 GeV2.
Figure 5: Total cross section of ep → e′p′pi0 in dependence of the CMS energy for various k2.
ε ≈ 0.9 in all cases. The data are from: ◦: [19], △: [20], •: [18], ⋄: [21] and ▽: [22].
Figure 6: The differential cross section dσ/dΩpi of en → e′ppi− for various reaction angles ϑpi
in dependence of the CMS energy
√
s. In all cases we have ϕpi ≈ 90◦. The data are
from [23] combined with [24] (⋄), from [23] with [25] (◦) or from [26] with [25] (•).
Figure 7: Left: influence of the N∗(1520) resonance on the total pi−p→ ne+e− cross section at√
s = 1.75 GeV. —: Calculation with the coupling constant gN∗(1520)nNγ∗ extracted
from electroproduction, ---: calculation without N∗(1520) and · · ·: calculation with
switched sign of gN∗(1520)nNγ∗ . Right: Influence of the Born terms on the cross
section of the pi− induced dilepton production on the proton at
√
s = 1.75 GeV. —:
Full calculation, ---: calculation without Born terms, · · ·: calculation without nucleon
formfactor and - · -: calculation without seagull formfactor.
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